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A mapping 0 of a G-space R (Busemann [l ]) on itself is a locally

isometric mapping if for each x£P there is a number r)x>0 such that

<p maps the spherical neighborhood S(x, nx) isometrically on

S(<j>(x), vx). The problem we are concerned with is that of determin-

ing conditions on a G-space R under which every locally isometric

mapping of R on itself is an isometry. Several such conditions have

recently been given by Busemann [l, §27], [2],Szenthe [4], [5], and

the author [3]. In this paper we are concerned with the more general

of the conditions given by Szenthe [5].

For a fixed point PER, consider the collection G(p) of all geodesic

curves which begin and end at p, and which do not contain subarcs

traversed more than once. For hEG(p), let 1(h) denote the length of

h. Let \i(p) and \s(p) equal, respectively, inf 1(h) and sup 1(h) for all

hEG(p). Put \i(p) = oo and \s(p) =0 if G(p) is empty. Let

X< = inf \i(p);       \s = supX.(^).
pen peR

Szenthe has proved [5] that if X,>0 and X, < oo, then every locally

isometric mapping of R on itself is an isometry.

Szenthe's condition provides a solution to a problem suggested by

Busemann [l, p. 405] in that it applies to a cylinder with euclidean

metric. It is known [l] that every locally isometric mapping of a

compact G-space on itself is an isometry. Szenthe's condition, how-

ever, fails to hold in every compact space since, as he points out

[5, p. 441], X, = oo on a torus with euclidean metric. Our purpose

here is to present a condition more general than Szenthe's which

holds in every compact space.

Let cp denote a locally isometric mapping of a G-space R on itself.

Let p(p) be the supremum of those numbers p such that if x, y are in

the spherical neighborhood S(p, p), X9*y, then there exists a point

Z9*y such that xyA-yz = xz. We shall make use of the following prop-

erties of 4> which are found in Busemann [l, §27].

(1) If <j> is 1-1 then <j> is an isometry.

(2) If<p(pi) =<p(p2) =p, Pi9*p2, then pip2^2p(p).

(3) The number of points of R which lie over a given point of R is

countable, and is the same for different points of R.
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The following fact is an easy consequence of propositions (27.4)

and (27.11) of Busemann [l].

(4) If a, bER are given, and if <bi&) =a, then there is a point bER
such that 4>ib) =b and ab = ab.

Definition. A geodesic curve hEGip) is called a circular loop at

p provided there exists a z such that

h = Tiip, z) KJ T2ip, z)

where Tiip, z) and T2ip,z) denote (necessarily) distinct metric seg-

ments with endpoints p and z.

Let Q(p) denote the collection of all circular loops at p. For

hEQiP), let lih) denote the length of h. Further, let

liip)=ini[lih):hEQip)],

hip) =suo[lih):kEQip)],

If QiP)=0, take hip) = oo and hip)=0. Then let

h = mi[hip):pER],

h = sup[hip):pER]-

It will be helpful to establish the following lemma before turning

to the theorem.

Lemma. Let <b be a locally isometric mapping of R on itself, and sup-

pose that (bipi) =p. Let

W = {xE R:4>ix) = p, X9^ pi}.

If W?i0 then there is at least one point p2EW such that pip2

= inf [pixrxGIV]. Further, if Tipi, p2) is a segment joining pi and p2,

then<piTipi,p2))EQ(P).

Proof. The first part of the conclusion follows easily. If x,yEW,

XT^y, then xy^lpip) by (2). Hence by finite compactness of R, the

set of points xE W such that pix is less than a given number is finite.

We now prove that 4>iTipi, p2)) EQip)- Let zi denote the midpoint

of Tipi, p2). By (4), there is a point p3 such that <p(ps) =p and Zips = zp,

where z=<£(zi). If pz = pi then pz = piZi = il/2)pip2. Otherwise

pip2 = pin + Zip2 2g PiZi + zp = piZi + ZiPz ^ pipi 2i pip2,

and thus in either case pz — p2zi = il/2)pip2.

Let Tipi, Zi) and P(zi, p2) be subsegments of Tipi, p2). Then

<j>iTipi, z/)) and </>(P(zi, p2)) are segments since each is a geodesic arc

whose length is equal to the distance between its endpoints. There-

fore,
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<t>(T(pi, p2)) = <p(T(ph zi)) W 4>(T(zi, p2)) E Q(p).

Theorem. If R is a G-space for which lt>0 and I, < oo, then every

locally isometric mapping of R on itself is an isometry.

Proof. Let <p be a locally isometric mapping of R on itself and sup-

pose that <j> is not an isometry. Let p£P. We define the sequence

{pn} as follows. By (1) <p is not 1-1, so by the lemma, for each positive

integer n there is a point pn such that (p(pn) =<Pn+1(p) and

Pn<t>n(p) = ini[xr(p): <t>(x) = <t>n+1(p), x 9* <b»(p)l

Using (4) and the fact that <j>n is also a local isometry, let pH be a

point such that <j>n(pn) = pn and ppn=<f>n(p)pn-

By the lemma <j> maps T(<pn(p), pn) into an element of Q(4>n+1(p)),

which has length <pn(p)pn, and hence ppn^kl,- Further, pm9*pn if

n9*m since, assuming n<m, <t>m(pm)=pm while <pm(pn) =<t>m(p) ?* pm-

Therefore, since R is finitely compact, there are integers k, I such

that pkpi<U where k9*l. Assume k<l. Then <pl(pi)=pi and <pl(pk)

= (p'(p). Thus pi(pl(p)^pipk<li. Since T(<pl(p), pi) is mapped by <j>

into an element of Q(4>l+l(p)) which has length pi<pl(p), we have a

contradiction.

That our theorem is more general than Szenthe's is evident; the

collection Q(p) is contained in the collection G(p). It is easily seen

that our condition also holds in all compact spaces. An element of

Q(p) is composed of two distinct segments Pi(p, z) and T2(p, z).In a

compact space the lengths of such segments are bounded above by

the diameter of the space and bounded below by inf [p(p):pER]

which is positive (cf. [l, p. 39]).
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